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1. Data warehouse architecture
Data warehouses provide a means to make information available for decision making. An
effective data warehousing strategy must deal with the complexities of modern enterprises. Data
is generated everywhere, and controlled by different operational systems and data storage
mechanisms. Users demand access to data anywhere and anytime, and data must be customised to
their needs and requirements. The function of a data warehouse is to prepare the current
transactions from operational systems into data with a historical context, required by the users of
the data warehouse.
Overall architecture
The general data warehouse architecture is based on a Relational database management system
server that functions as the central repository for informational data. In the data warehouse
architecture, operational data and processing is completely separate from data warehouse
processing. This central information repository is surrounded by a number of key components
designed to make the entire environment functional, manageable and accessible by both the
operational systems that source data into the warehouse and by end-user query and analysis tools.
The diagram below depicts such a general architecture:

Typically, the source data for the warehouse is coming from the operational applications, or an
operational data store (ODS). As the data enters the data warehouse, it is transformed into an
integrated structure and format. The transformation process may involve conversion,
summarisation, filtering and condensation of data. Because data within the data warehouse
contains a large historical component (sometimes over 5 to 10 years), the data warehouse must be
capable of holding and managing large volumes of data as well as different data structures for the
same database over time.
The data warehouse
The central data warehouse database is a cornerstone of the data warehousing environment. This
type of database is mostly implemented using a Relational DBMS (RDBMS). However, a
warehouse implementation based on traditional RDBMS technology is often constrained by the
fact that traditional RDBMS implementations are optimised for transactional database processing.
Certain data warehouse attributes, such as very large database size, ad hoc query processing and
the need for flexible user view creation, including aggregates, multi-table joins and drill-downs,
have become drivers for different technological approaches to the data warehouse database.
Data transformation
A significant portion of the data warehouse implementation effort is spent extracting data from
operational systems and putting it in a format suitable for information applications that will run
off the data warehouse. The data-sourcing, clean-up, transformation and migration tools perform
all of the conversions, summarisation, key changes, structural changes and condensations needed
to transform disparate data into information that can be used by the decision support tool. It also
maintains the metadata. The functionality of data transformation includes:
• Removing unwanted data from operational databases.
• Converting to common data names and definitions.
• Calculating summaries and derived data.
• Establishing defaults for missing data.
• Accommodating source data definition changes.
The data-sourcing, clean-up, extraction, transformation and migration tools have to deal with some
important issues as follows:
• Database heterogeneity: DBMSs can vary in data models, data access languages, data navigation
operations, concurrency, integrity, recovery, etc.
• Data heterogeneity: This is the difference in the way data is defined and used in different models
– there are homonyms, synonyms, unit incompatibility, different attributes for the same entity, and
different ways of modelling the same fact.

Metadata
A crucial area of data warehousing is metadata, which is a kind of data that describes the data
warehouse itself. Within a data warehouse, metadata describes and locates data components, their
origins (which may be either the operational systems or the data warehouse), and their movement
through the data warehouse process. The data access, data stores and processing information will
have associated descriptions about the data and processing – the inputs, calculations and outputs –
documented in the metadata. This metadata should be captured within the data architecture and
managed from the beginning of a data warehouse project. The metadata repository should contain
information such as that listed below:
• Description of the data model.
• Description of the layouts used in the database design.
• Definition of the primary system managing the data items.
• A map of the data from the system of record to the other locations in the data warehouse,
including the descriptions of transformations and aggregations.
• Specific database design definitions.
• Data element definitions, including rules for derivations and summaries.
It is through metadata that a data warehouse becomes an effective tool for an overall enterprise.
This repository of information will tell the story of the data: where it originated, how it has been
transformed, where it went and how often – that is, its genealogy or artefacts. Technically, the
metadata will also improve the maintainability and manageability of a warehouse by making
impact analysis information and entity life histories available to the support staff. Equally
important, metadata provides interactive access to users to help understand content and find data.
Thus, there is a need to create a metadata interface for users. One important functional component
of the metadata repository is the information directory. The content of the information directory is
the metadata that helps users exploit the power of data warehousing. This directory helps integrate,
maintain and view the contents of the data warehousing system. From a technical requirements
point of view, the information directory and the entire metadata repository should:
• Be a gateway to the data warehouse environment, and therefore, should be accessible from any
platform via transparent and seamless connections.
• Support an easy distribution and replication of its content for high performance and availability.
• Be searchable by business-oriented keywords.
• Act as a launch platform for end-user data access and analysis tools.
• Support the sharing of information objects such as queries, reports, data collections and
subscriptions between users.

• Support a variety of scheduling options for requests against the data warehouse, including ondemand, one-time, repetitive, event-driven and conditional delivery (in conjunction with the
information delivery system).
• Support the distribution of query results to one or more destinations in any of the user-specified
formats (in conjunction with the information delivery system).
• Support and provide interfaces to other applications such as e-mail, spreadsheet and schedules.
• Support end-user monitoring of the status of the data warehouse environment.
At a minimum, the information directory components should be accessible by any Web browser,
and should run on all major platforms, including MS Windows, Windows NT and UNIX. Also,
the data structures of the metadata repository should be supported on all major Relational database
platforms. These requirements define a very sophisticated repository of metadata information. In
reality, however, existing products often come up short when implementing these requirements.
Access tools
The principal purpose of data warehousing is to provide information to business users for strategic
decision-making. These users interact with the data warehouse using front-end tools. Although ad
hoc requests, regular reports and custom applications are the primary delivery vehicles for the
analysis done in most data warehouses, many development efforts of data warehousing projects
are focusing on exceptional reporting also known as alerts, which alert a user when a certain event
has occurred. For example, if a data warehouse is designed to access the risk of currency trading,
an alert can be activated when a certain currency rate drops below a predefined threshold. When
an alert is well synchronised with the key objectives of the business, it can provide warehouse
users with a tremendous advantage. The front-end user tools can be divided into five major groups:
1. Data query and reporting tools. 2. Application development tools. 3. Executive information
systems (EIS) tools. 4. Online analytical processing (OLAP) tools. 5. Data mining tools.
Query and reporting tools
This category can be further divided into two groups: reporting tools and managed query tools.
Reporting tools can be divided into production reporting tools and desktop report writers.
Production reporting tools let companies generate regular operational reports or support highvolume batch jobs, such as calculating and printing pay cheques. Report writers, on the other hand,
are affordable desktop tools designed for end-users. Managed query tools shield end-users from
the complexities of SQL and database structures by inserting a metalayer between users and the
database. The metalayer is the software that provides subject-oriented views of a database and
supports point-and-click creation of SQL. Some of these tools proceed to format the retrieved data
into easy-to-read reports, while others concentrate on on-screen presentations. These tools are the
preferred choice of the users of business applications such as segment identification, demographic
analysis, territory management and customer mailing lists. As the complexity of the questions
grows, these tools may rapidly become inefficient.

Application development tools
Often, the analytical needs of the data warehouse user community exceed the built-in capabilities
of query and reporting tools. Organisations will often rely on a true and proven approach of inhouse application development, using graphical data access environments designed primarily for
client-server environments. Some of these application development platforms integrate well with
popular OLAP tools, and can access all major database systems, including Oracle and IBM
Informix.
Executive information systems (EIS) tools
The target users of EIS tools are senior management of a company. The tools are used to transform
information and present that information to users in a meaningful and usable manner. They support
advanced analytical techniques and free-form data exploration, allowing users to easily transform
data into information. EIS tools tend to give their users a high-level summarisation of key
performance measures to support decision-making.
OLAP
These tools are based on concepts of multidimensional database and allow a sophisticated user to
analyse the data using elaborate, multidimensional and complex views. Typical business
applications for these tools include product performance and profitability, effectiveness of a sales
program or a marketing campaign, sales forecasting and capacity planning. These tools assume
that the data is organised in a multidimensional model, which is supported by a special
multidimensional database or by a Relational database designed to enable multidimensional
properties.
Data mining tools
Data mining can be defined as the process of discovering meaningful new correlation, patterns
and trends by digging (mining) large amounts of data stored in a warehouse, using artificial
intelligence (AI) and/or statistical/mathematical techniques. The major attraction of data mining is
its ability to build predictive rather than retrospective models. Using data mining to build
predictive models for decision-making has several benefits. First, the model should be able to
explain why a particular decision was made. Second, adjusting a model on the basis of feedback
from future decisions will lead to experience accumulation and true organisational learning.
Finally, a predictive model can be used to automate a decision step in a larger process. For
example, using a model to instantly predict whether a customer will default on credit card
payments will allow automatic adjustment of credit limits rather than depending on expensive staff
making inconsistent decisions. Data mining will be discussed in more detail later on in the chapter.
Data visualization
Data warehouses are causing a surge in popularity of data visualisation techniques for looking at
data. Data visualisation is not a separate class of tools; rather, it is a method of presenting the
output of all the previously mentioned tools in such a way that the entire problem and/or the
solution (e.g. a result of a Relational or multidimensional query, or the result of data mining) is

clearly visible to domain experts and even casual observers. Data visualisation goes far beyond
simple bar and pie charts. It is a collection of complex techniques that currently represent an area
of intense research and development, focusing on determining how to best display complex
relationships and patterns on a two-dimensional (flat) computer monitor. Similar to medical
imaging research, current data visualisation techniques experiment with various colours, shapes,
3D imaging and sound, and virtual reality to help users really see and feel the problem and its
solutions.
Data marts
The concept of data mart is causing a lot of excitement and attracts much attention in the data
warehouse industry. Mostly, data marts are presented as an inexpensive alternative to a data
warehouse that takes significantly less time and money to build. However, the term means different
things to different people. A rigorous definition of data mart is that it is a data store that is
subsidiary to a data warehouse of integrated data. The data mart is directed at a partition of data
(often called subject area) that is created for the use of a dedicated group of users. A data mart
could be a set of denormalised, summarised or aggregated data. Sometimes, such a set could be
placed on the data warehouse database rather than a physically separate store of data. In most
instances, however, a data mart is a physically separate store of data and is normally resident on a
separate database server, often on the local area network serving a dedicated user group. Data
marts can incorporate different techniques like OLAP or data mining. All these types of data marts
are called dependent data marts because their data content is sourced from the data warehouse. No
matter how many are deployed and what different enabling technologies are used, different users
are all accessing the information views derived from the same single integrated version of the data
(i.e. the underlying warehouse). Unfortunately, the misleading statements about the simplicity and
low cost of data marts sometimes result in organisations or vendors incorrectly positioning them
as an alternative to the data warehouse. This viewpoint defines independent data marts that in fact
represent fragmented point solutions to a range of business problems. It is missing the integration
that is at the heart of the data warehousing concept: data integration. Each independent data mart
makes its own assumptions about how to consolidate data, and as a result, data across several data
marts may not be consistent. Moreover, the concept of an independent data mart is dangerous – as
soon as the first data mart is created, other organisations, groups and subject areas within the
enterprise embark on the task of building their own data marts. As a result, you create an
environment in which multiple operational systems feed multiple non-integrated data marts that
are often overlapping in data content, job scheduling, connectivity and management. In other
words, you have transformed a complex many-to-one problem of building a data warehouse from
operational data sources into a many-to-many sourcing and management nightmare. Another
consideration against independent data marts is related to the potential scalability problem. To
address data integration issues associated with data marts, a commonly recommended approach is
as follows. For any two data marts in an enterprise, the common dimensions must conform to the
equality and roll-up rule, which states that these dimensions are either the same or that one is a
strict roll-up 17 of another. Thus, in a retail store chain, if the purchase orders database is one data
mart and the sales database is another data mart, the two data marts will form a coherent part of an
overall enterprise data warehouse if their common dimensions (e.g. time and product) conform.

The time dimension from both data marts might be at the individual day level, or conversely, one
time dimension is at the day level but the other is at the week level. Because days roll up to weeks,
the two time dimensions are conformed. The time dimensions would not be conformed if one time
dimension were weeks and the other a fiscal quarter. The resulting data marts could not usefully
coexist in the same application. The key to a successful data mart strategy is the development of
an overall scalable data warehouse architecture, and the key step in that architecture is identifying
and implementing the common dimensions.
Information delivery system
The information delivery system distributes warehouse-stored data and other information objects
to other data warehouses and end-user products such as spreadsheets and local databases. Delivery
of information may be based on time of day, or on the completion of an external event. The
rationale for the delivery system component is based on the fact that once the data warehouse is
installed and operational, its users don’t have to be aware of its location and maintenance. All they
may need is the report or an analytical view of data, at a certain time of the day, or based on a
particular, relevant event. And of course, such a delivery system may deliver warehouse-based
information to end users via the Internet. A Web-enabled information delivery system allows users
dispersed across continents to perform sophisticated business-critical analysis, and to engage in
collective decision-making that is based on timely and valid information.

2. Architectural Types
Centralized Data Warehouse Architecture
In this top-down architecture, a single
enterprise level DW is created for the
entire organization without any
dependent data marts. The warehouse
contains detailed data for all the
analytic needs of the organization.
Users and applications directly access
the DW for analysis. It is preferred
whenever the need for data sharing
among specific functional areas,
departments and other units of an
organization is necessary. It is a single
physical database that contains all of
the data for a specific functional area,
department, division, or enterprise.
Central DWHs are often selected where there is a common need for informational data and there
are large numbers of end-users already connected to a central computer or network. A central
DWH may contain data for any specific period of time. These data are got from different data
sources with DWH connecting them together. This is depicted in Figure

Centralized Data Warehouses are great for small and mid-size data warehouses (less than 1540Tb). There are great benefits in terms of the ease to manage upgrades, support packs, enforcing
development standards, transport control, master data management and the overall total cost of
ownership. To make CDWs successful, there needs to be:





Adequate funding of hardware, application servers, database servers
Focus on using the database capacity on storage and data loads– not queries
Broadcasting , caching and performance tuning is a dedicated support effort
A plan for data partitioning and archiving needs to be in-place as soon as the system
exceeds 5-8 TB.

If the data is centralized it is faster to develop new solutions for the business and merging from
different data sources are easier.
Enterprise Data Warehouse Architecture
An enterprise data warehouse provides a central database for decision support throughout the
enterprise as shown in Figure below:

EDW design collects all of the information about subjects spanning the entire organization,
provides corporate-wide data integration, usually from one or more operational systems or external
information providers, and is crossfunctional in scope, typically contains detailed data as well as
summarized data, and can range in size from a few gigabytes to terabytes or beyond and may be
implemented on traditional mainframes, UNIX super servers, or paralleled architecture platforms.

Federated Datawarehouse
With reference to the word "Federated", it refers to multiple states that are used to form a common
centralized unit. Federated data warehouse is also an architecture which is used to integrate
heterogeneous data warehouses to provide the single version of truth across the entire organization.
Having a Federated data warehouse does not mean that the entire data warehouse architecture is
built on a single platform. Federated data warehouse could be distributed among multiple
platforms. The foundation of a federated data warehouse is not the platform it is built, but the
common business model which it relies on to have a unique form of data among all integrated data

warehouses. This common business model is required to be developed and evolved with the time
to become more and more comprehensive. The involvement of all business units of the
organization needs to contribute to develop and evolve the common business model as it is the key
of integrating data.
One may ask, why have multiple data warehouses? why can't we build a single data warehouse
that has all the data similar to Enterprise data warehouse architecture? However, there can be many
reasons to develop a federated data warehouse. Mostly, federated data warehouses are used in large
organizations where its business extends to many number of countries and regions. This types of
organizations may have distributed Information Technology divisions in different countries,
regions etc. to develop systems. In such cases, each development team might develop their own
data warehouse to perform operations and analysis of data in their country or region. Apart from
this simple example, there are few main reasons that contribute to the requirement of a federated
data warehouse.
As explained above, these types of data warehouses are used in large organizations. As we all
know, in today's business world, merges and acquisitions among large corporations are quite
common. In such scenarios, the merged or acquired companies could have their own data
warehouses built before the merge or acquisition is done to operate their business. In this case, it
is not a wise idea to abandon the existing data warehouses and build a totally new data warehouse
to have a unique format of data. This is a situation where federated data warehouse architecture is
useful to integrate the data warehouses of merged companies. To do so, the common business
model is required to be built so that it can be used to integrate the data warehouses to maintain the
integrity and reliability of data.
Using the same example above, use of a federated data warehouse is a much more cost effective
and faster approach when compared with the Enterprise Data Warehouse architecture. In
Enterprise Data Warehouse Architecture, the development of the single data warehouse is a
challenging task as it requires the integration of data that are extracted from all source applications
which consumes lot of time and money. However, since Federated Data Warehouse architecture
does not use that approach, but develops a common business model to integrate the applications,
it is much faster.
Unlike the Enterprise Data Warehouse Architecture, a Federated Data Warehousing Architecture
can be developed in a more flexible manner based on data requirements, geographical, time
requirements etc. Federated data warehousing architecture could incorporate multiple extraction
methods based on the requirements. Below Image shows a sample federated data warehousing
model.

In order to implement a successful federated data warehouse, there are few things that needs to be
addressed.
The data warehouses should share conformed dimensions that hold the common business model.
Using these business models could provide identical meanings, data structures and identical data
to support maintain integrity among data between the data warehouses. This common dimensions
are mostly used between the staging areas that are used to integrate the data between the data
warehouses.







Data warehouses should have conformed fact and dimensions.
A single ETL tool should be used within the entire federated data warehouse.
ETL tool should use and maintain a common meta data database so that processing will
not have any conflicts with multiple data definitions
Should use a single interface to manage and maintain the federated data warehouse
Should use a single security security model to ensure security between all data warehouses
Management of the data warehouse should be done centrally rather than managing each
one separately

Each data warehouse architecture comes with its own ups and downs no matter how good the
architecture is. Considering the federated data warehouse architecture, it also has its own pros and
cons.
Pros:


Single ETL process to manage the entire FDW








Can grow the data warehouse virtually without limitations
Parallel & incremental development
Single version of truth
Common business model throughout the architecture
Cost effective
Faster development

Cons:


Complex architecture

Requires higher interaction of development teams to make sure the common business rules and
architecture is followed by each team.
Independent Data Marts
In this bottom-up architecture multiple data marts are created independently of each other. Data
mart is a subset of data warehouse and it supports a particular region, business unit or business
function. The data marts do not use conformed dimensions and measures. Thus, there is no unified
view of enterprise data in this architecture. As the number of data marts grows, maintenance of
consistency among data marts are difficult. In the long run, this is likely to produce “silos of data
marts”. This is shown in Figure below:

According to data warehouse architecture point of view, it has been stated that the data mart design
contains a subset of corporate-wide data that is of value to a specific group of users, scope is
confined to specific selected subjects, are usually implemented on low-cost departmental servers
that are UNIX or windows/NT-based, are categorized as independent or dependent, depending on
the source of data operational systems or external information providers, or from data generated
locally within a particular department. But, dependent data marts are sourced directly from
enterprise data warehouse and the data contained in data mart tend to be summarized.

Hub and Spoke Architecture
In this top-down architecture, a single enterprise DW, called the hub, is created with a set of
dimensional data marts, called spokes that are dependent on the enterprise DW. It is also called as
Inmon’s CIF. The warehouse provides a single version of truth for the enterprise, and each data
mart addresses the analytic needs of a business unit. This architecture is also called the corporate
information factory or the enterprise DW architecture. The warehouse contains data at the atomic
level, and the data marts usually contain atomic data, lightly summarized data, or both, all fed from
the warehouse. The enterprise warehouse in this architecture is usually normalized for flexibility
and scalability, while the data marts are structured in star schemas for performance. This top-down
development methodology provides a centralized integrated repository of the enterprise data and
tends to be robust against business changes. The primary weakness of this architecture is that it
requires significant up-front costs and time for developing the warehouse due to its scope and
scale.

Bus/Dimensional Architecture
In this bottom-up architecture, instead of creating a single enterprise level DW, multiple
dimensional data marts are created that are linked with conformed dimensions and measures to
maintain consistency among the data marts. Here, an enterprise DW is a union of all the data marts
together with their conformed dimensions. The use of the conformed dimensions and measures

allows users to query all data marts together. Data marts contain either atomic data or summary
data. The strength of the architecture is that data marts can be delivered quickly, and multiple data
marts can be delivered incrementally. The potential weaknesses are that it does not create a single
physical repository of integrated data and some data may be redundantly stored in multiple data
marts.

Distributed Data Warehouse Architecture
A distributed DW architecture consists of several local DWs and a global DW. Here, local DWs
have mutually exclusive data and are autonomous. Each local warehouse has its own ETL logic
and processes its own analysis queries for a business division as shown in Figure below. The global
warehouse may store corporate-wide data at the enterprise level. Thus, either corporate-level data
analysis at the enterprise level or global data analyses that require data from several local DWs
will be done at the global DW. For example, a financial analysis covering all the business divisions
will be done at the global DW. Depending on the level of data and query flows, there could be
several variations in this architecture. This architecture supports multiple, geographically
distributed business divisions. The architecture is especially beneficial when local DWs run on
multiple vendors.

DWH components are located across a number of different physical databases and it integrates
data from a central registry and individual local sites and gives on-demand access to data.

Virtual Data Warehouse Architecture
In a virtual DW architecture, there is no physical DW or any data mart. In this architecture, a DW
structure is defined by a set of materialized views over OLTP systems. End-users directly access
the data through the materialized views. The advantages of this approach are that it is easy to build
and the additional storage requirement is minimal. This approach, however, has many
disadvantages in that it does not allow any historical data; it does not contain a centralized metadata
repository; it does not create cleansed standard data items across source systems; and it could
severely affect the performance of the OLTP system. VDW model is a set of views over
operational databases, only some of the possible summary views may be materialized for efficient
query processing and is easy to build but requires excess capacity on operational database servers.
Real-Time Data Warehouse Architecture
It has a broad enterprise wide scope, but unlike the real enterprise data warehouse, data is refreshed
in near real time and used for routine business. The best practices for real-time data warehousing
are; aggregation of analytical data in a data warehouse using continuous or near realtime loads,
selection of operational data into a reporting database for BI tools and dashboards, replication of

highcost or legacy OLTP servers to secondary systems to ease query load, duplication of database
systems in active-active or active-passive scenarios to improve availability during outages, ability
to synchronize data between old and new systems with potentially different technologies to allow
for switchover and switch-back without downtime and provide virtual, canonical views of data
distributed over several systems through federated queries over heterogeneous sources.

3. Data Warehouse Development
Data warehouse blueprint
A data warehouse blueprint should include clear documentation of the following items:
• Requirements: What does the business want from the data warehouse?
• Architecture blueprint: How will you deliver what the business wants?
• Development approach: What is a clear definition of phased delivery cycles, including
architectural review and refinement processes?
The blueprint document essentially translates an enterprise’s mission, goals and objectives for the
data warehouse into a logical technology architecture composed of individual sub-architectures
for the application, data and technology components of a data warehouse, as shown below:

An architecture blueprint is important, because it serves as a road map for all development work
and as a guide for integrating the data warehouse with legacy systems. When the blueprint is
understood by the development staff, decisions become much easier. The blueprint should be
developed in a logical sense rather than in a physical sense. For the database components, for
example, you will state things like “the data store for the data warehouse will support an easytouse data manipulation language that is standard in the industry, such as SQL”. This is a logical
architecture-product requirement. When you implement the data warehouse, this could be Sybase

SQL Server or Oracle. The logical definition allows your implementations to grow as technology
evolves. If your business requirements do not change in the next three to five years, neither will
your blueprint. Data architecture As shown in the ‘Overall architecture’ section earlier, a data
warehouse is presented as a network of databases. The sub-components of the data architecture
will include the enterprise data warehouse, metadata repository, data marts and multidimensional
data stores. These sub-components are documented separately, because the architecture should
present a logical view of them. It is for the data warehouse implementation team to determine the
proper way to physically implement the recommended architecture. This suggests that the
implementation may well be on the same physical database, rather than separate data stores, as
shown below:

Volumetrics
A number of issues need to be considered in the logical design of the data architecture of a data
warehouse. Metadata, which has been discussed earlier, is the first issue, followed by the volume
of data that will be processed and housed by a data warehouse. The latter is probably the biggest
factor that determines the technology utilised by the data warehouse to manage and store the

information. The volume of data affects the warehouse in two aspects: the overall size and ability
to load. Too often, people design their warehouse load processes only for mass loading of the data
from the operational systems to the warehouse system. This is inadequate. When defining your
data architecture, you should devise a solution that allows mass loading as well as incremental
loading. Mass loading is typically a high-risk area; the database management systems can only
load data at a certain speed. Mass loading often forces downtime, but we want users to have access
to a data warehouse with as few interruptions as possible.
Transformation
A data architecture needs to provide a clear understanding of transformation requirements that
must be supported, including logic and complexity. This is one area in which the architectural team
will have difficulty finding commercially available software to manage or assist with the process.
Transformation tools and standards are currently immature. Many tools were initially developed
to assist companies in moving applications away from mainframes. Operational data stores are
vast and varied. Many data stores are unsupported by these transformation tools. The tools support
the popular database engines, but do nothing to advance your effort with little-known or unpopular
databases. It is better to evaluate and select a transformational tool or agent that supports a good
connectivity tool, such as Information Builder’s EDA/SQL, rather than one that supports a native
file access strategy. With an open connectivity product, your development teams can focus on
multiplatform, multidatabase transformations.
Data cleansing
In addition to finding tools to automate the transformation process, the developers should also
evaluate the complexity behind data transformations. Most legacy data stores lack standards and
have anomalies that can cause enormous difficulties. Again, tools are evolving to assist you in
automating transformations, including complex issues such as buried data, lack of legacy standards
and non-centralised key data.
• Buried data
Often, legacy systems use composite keys to uniquely define data. Although these fields appear as
one in a database, they represent multiple pieces of information. The diagram below illustrates
buried data by showing a vehicle identification number that contains many pieces of information.

• Lack of legacy standards
Items such as descriptions, names, labels and keys have typically been managed on an applicationby-application basis. In many legacy systems, such fields lack clear definition. For example, data
in the name field sometimes is haphazardly formatted (Brent Thomas; Elizabeth A. Hammergreen;
and Herny, Ashley). Moreover, application software providers may offer user-oriented fields,
which can be used and defined as required by the customer.
• Non-centralised key data
As companies have evolved through acquisition or growth, various systems have taken ownership
of data that may not have been in their scope. This is especially true for companies that can be
characterised as heavy users of packaged application software and those that have grown through
acquisition. Notice how the non-centralised cust_no field varies from one database to another for
a hypothetical company represented below:

The ultimate goal of a transformation architecture is to allow the developers to create a repeatable
transformation process. You should make sure to clearly define your needs for data
synchronisation and data cleansing.
Data architecture requirements
As a summary of the data architecture design, this section lists the main requirements placed on a
data warehouse.
• Subject-oriented data: Data that is contained within a data warehouse should be organised by
subject. For example, if your data warehouse focuses on sales and marketing processes, you need
to generate data about customers, prospects, orders, products, and so on. To completely define a
subject area, you may need to draw upon data from multiple operational systems. To derive the
data entities that clearly define the sales and marketing process of an enterprise, you might need
to draw upon an order entry system, a sales force automation system, and various other
applications.
• Time-based data: Data in a data warehouse should relate specifically to a time period, allowing
users to capture data that is relevant to their analysis period. Consider an example in which a new
customer was added to an order entry system with a primary contact of John Doe on 2/11/99. This
customer’s data was changed on 4/11/99 to reflect a new primary contact of Jane Doe. In this
scenario, the data warehouse would contain the two contact records shown in the following table:

• Update processing: A data warehouse should contain data that represents closed operational
items, such as fulfilled customer order. In this sense, the data warehouse will typically contain
little or no update processing. Typically, incremental or mass loading processes are run to insert
data into the data warehouse. Updating individual records that are already in the data warehouse
will rarely occur.
• Transformed and scrubbed data: Data that is contained in a data warehouse should be
transformed, scrubbed and integrated into user-friendly subject areas.
• Aggregation: Data needs to be aggregated into and out of a data warehouse. Thus, computational
requirements will be placed on the entire data warehousing process.
• Granularity: A data warehouse typically contains multiple levels of granularity. It is normal for
the data warehouse to be summarised and contain less detail than the original operational data;
however, some data warehouses require dual levels of granularity. For example, a sales manager
may need to understand how sales representatives in his or her area perform a forecasting task. In
this example, monthly summaries that contain the data associated with the sales representatives’
forecast and the actual orders received are sufficient; there is no requirement to see each individual
line item of an order. However, a retailer may need to wade through individual sales transactions
to look for correlations that may show people tend to buy soft drinks and snacks together. This
need requires more details associated with each individual purchase. The data required to fulfil
both of these requests may exist, and therefore, the data warehouse might be built to manage both
summarised data to fulfil a very rapid query and the more detailed data required to fulfil a lengthy
analysis process.
• Metadata management: Because a data warehouse pools information from a variety of sources
and the data warehouse developers will perform data gathering on current data stores and new data
stores, it is required that storage and management of metadata be effectively done through the data
warehouse process.
Application architecture
An application architecture determines how users interact with a data warehouse. To determine
the most appropriate application architecture for a company, the intended users and their skill
levels should be assessed. Other factors that may affect the design of the architecture include
technology currently available and budget constraints. In any case, however, the architecture must
be defined logically rather than physically. The classification of users will help determine the
proper tools to satisfy their reporting and analysis needs. A sampling of user category definitions
is listed below:

• Power users: Technical users who require little or no support to develop complex reports and
queries. This type of user tends to support other users and analyse data through the entire
enterprise.
• Frequent users: Less technical users who primarily interface with the power users for support,
but sometimes require the IT department to support them. These users tend to provide management
reporting support up to the division level within an enterprise, a narrower scope than for power
users.
• Casual users: These users touch the system and computers infrequently. They tend to require a
higher degree of support, which normally includes building predetermined reports, graphs and
tables for their analysis purpose.
Requirements of tools
Tools must be made available to users to access a data warehouse. These tools should be carefully
selected so that they are efficient and compatible with other parts of the architecture and standards.
• Executive information systems (EIS): As mentioned earlier, these tools transform information
and present that information to users in a meaningful and usable manner. They support advanced
analytical techniques and free-form data exploration, allowing users to easily transform data into
information. EIS tools tend to give their users a high-level summarisation of key performance
measures to support decision-making. These tools fall into the big-button syndrome, in which an
application development team builds a nice standard report with hooks to many other reports, then
presents this information behind a big button. When a user clicks the button, magic happens.
• Decision support systems (DSS): DSS tools are intended for more technical users, who require
more flexibility and ad hoc analytical capabilities. DSS tools allow users to browse their data and
transform it into information. They avoid the big button syndrome.
• Ad hoc query and reporting: The purpose of EIS and DSS applications is to allow business users
to analyse, manipulate and report on data using familiar, easy-to-use interfaces. These tools
conform to presentation styles that business people understand and with which they are
comfortable. Unfortunately, many of these tools have size restrictions that do not allow them to
access large stores or to access data in a highly normalised structure, such as a Relational database,
in a rapid fashion; in other words, they can be slow. Thus, users need tools that allow for more
traditional reporting against Relational, or two-dimensional, data structures. These tools offer
database access with limited coding and often allow users to create read-only applications. Ad hoc
query and reporting tools are an important component within a data warehouse tool suite. Their
greatest advantage is contained in the term ‘ad hoc’. This means that decision makers can access
data in an easy and timely fashion.
• Production report writer: A production report writer allows the development staff to build and
deploy reports that will be widely exploited by the user community in an efficient manner. These
tools are often components within fourth generation languages (4GLs) and allow for complex
computational logic and advanced formatting capabilities. It is best to find a vendor that provides
an ad hoc query tool that can transform itself into a production report writer.

• Application development environments (ADE): ADEs are nothing new, and many people
overlook the need for such tools within a data warehouse tool suite. However, you will need to
develop some presentation system for your users. The development, though minimal, is still a
requirement, and it is advised that data warehouse development projects standardise on an ADE.
Example tools include Microsoft Visual Basic and Powersoft Powerbuilder. Many tools now
support the concept of crossplatform development for environment such as Windows, Apple
Macintosh and OS/2 Presentation Manager. Every data warehouse project team should have a
standard ADE in its arsenal.
• Other tools: Although the tools just described represent minimum requirements, you may find a
need for several other speciality tools. These additional tools include OLAP, data mining and
managed query environments.
Technology architecture
It is in the technology architecture section of the blueprint that hardware, software and network
topology are specified to support the implementation of the data warehouse. This architecture is
composed of three major components - clients, servers and networks – and the software to manage
each of them. The network component defines the transport technologies needed to support
communication activities between clients and servers. This component includes requirements and
decisions for wide area networks (WANs), local area networks (LANs), communication protocols
and other hardware associated with networks, such as bridges, routers and gateways.
• Clients: The client technology component comprises the devices that are utilised by users. These
devices can include workstations, personal computers, personal digital assistants and even beepers
for support personnel. Each of these devices has a purpose being served by a data warehouse.
Conceptually, the client either contains software to access the data warehouse (this is the traditional
client in the client-server model and is known as a fat client), or it contains very little software and
accesses a server that contains most of the software required to access a data warehouse. The later
approach is the evolving Internet client model, known as a thin client and fat server.
• Servers: The server technology component includes the physical hardware platforms as well as
the operating systems that manage the hardware. Other components, typically software, can also
be grouped within this component, including database management software, application server
software, gateway connectivity software, replication software and configuration management
software. Selecting the server hardware is among the most important decisions your data
warehouse team is faced with. Scalability and complex query processing involves implementation
of parallel processing hardware, which are often categorized according to the particular resources
which are shared.
(i) shared memory systems
(ii) shared disk systems
(iii)shared nothing systems
These implementations can also be described as "tightly coupled" or "loosely coupled," according
to the way in which communication between nodes is accomplished:

Classification of parallel processing hardware implementations

(i)

Shared Memory Systems

(a) Tightly Coupled Systems
(b) Uniform and Non-Uniform Memory Access

(a) Tightly Coupled Systems
Tightly coupled shared memory systems, illustrated in Figure below, have the following
characteristics: Multiple CPUs share memory.


Each CPU has full access to all shared memory through a common bus.



Communication between nodes occurs via shared memory.



Performance is limited by the bandwidth of the memory bus.

Symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) machines are often nodes in a cluster. Multiple SMP nodes can
be used with Oracle Parallel Server in a tightly coupled system, where memory is shared among
the multiple CPUs, and is accessible by all the CPUs through a memory bus. Examples of tightly
coupled systems include the Pyramid, Sequent, and Sun SparcServer.
It does not make sense to run Oracle Parallel Server on a single SMP machine, because the system
would incur a great deal of unnecessary overhead from DLM accesses.
Performance is potentially limited in a tightly coupled system by a number of factors. These
include various system components such as the memory bandwidth, CPU to CPU communication
bandwidth, the memory available on the system, the I/O bandwidth, and the bandwidth of the
common bus.
(b) Uniform and Non-Uniform Memory Access
Shared memory systems can be loosely coupled with memory. Figure below shows two ways in
which shared memory can be accessed: uniform memory access from the CPU on the left,
and non-uniform memory access (NUMA) between the left and right disks.

The Oracle Parallel Server can work with either form of memory access--but NUMA is a more
expensive form of memory access and synchronization than uniform memory access. While any
CPU can access the memory, it is more costly for the remote nodes to do this.
Parallel processing advantages of shared memory systems are given below:
Memory access is cheaper than inter-node communication. This means that internal
synchronization is faster than using the distributed lock manager. Shared memory systems are
easier to administer than a cluster.
(ii)

Shared Disk Systems

Shared disk systems are typically loosely coupled.

(a) Loosely Coupled Systems
Loosely coupled shared disk systems, illustrated in Figure have the following characteristics:







Each node consists of one or more CPUs and associated memory.
Memory is not shared between nodes.
Communication occurs over a common high-speed bus.
Each node has access to the same disks and other resources.
A node can be an SMP if the hardware supports it. For example, nCUBE does not support
an SMP, but many loosely coupled UNIX systems do support SMPs.
Bandwidth of the high-speed bus limits the number of nodes (scalability) of the system.

The cluster illustrated in Figure is composed of multiple tightly coupled nodes. A DLM is required.
Examples of loosely coupled systems are VAXclusters or Sun clusters.
Since the memory is not shared among the nodes, each node has its own data cache. Cache
consistency must be maintained across the nodes and a lock manager is needed to maintain the
consistency. Additionally, instance locks using the DLM on the Oracle level must be maintained
to ensure that all nodes in the cluster see identical data.
There is additional overhead in maintaining the locks and ensuring that the data caches are
consistent. The performance impact is dependent on the hardware and software components, such
as the bandwidth of the high-speed bus through which the nodes communicate, and DLM
performance.

Parallel processing advantages and disadvantages of shared disk systems are described below:
Advantages

Shared disk systems permit high availability. All data is accessible even if one node dies. These
systems have the concept of one database, which is an advantage over shared nothing systems.
Shared disk systems provide for incremental growth.
Disadvantages
Inter-node synchronization is required, involving DLM overhead and greater dependency on highspeed interconnect. If the workload is not partitioned well, there may be high synchronization
overhead. There is operating system overhead of running shared disk software.

(iii)

Shared Nothing Systems

Shared nothing systems are typically loosely coupled. In shared nothing systems only one CPU is
connected to a given disk. If a table or database is located on that disk, access depends entirely on
the CPU which owns it. If the CPU fails the data cannot be accessed--regardless of how many
other CPUs may still be running. Shared nothing systems can be represented as follows:

Shared nothing systems are concerned with access to disks, not access to memory. Oracle Parallel
Server can access the disks on a shared nothing system as long as the operating system provides
transparent disk access, but this access is expensive in terms of latency. Shared nothing systems
are fundamentally concerned with access to disks, not memory. Nonetheless, adding more CPUs
and disks can improve scaleup.
(a) Massively Parallel Systems
Massively parallel (MPP) systems, illustrated in Figure below, have the following characteristics:




From only a few nodes, up to thousands of nodes are supported.
The cost per processor may be extremely low because each node is an inexpensive
processor.
Each node has associated non-shared memory.





Each node has its own devices, but in case of failure other nodes can access the devices of
the failed node (on most systems).
Nodes are organized in a grid, mesh, or hypercube arrangement.
Oracle instances can potentially reside on any or all nodes.

A massively parallel system may have as many as several thousand nodes. Each node may have
its own Oracle instance, with all the standard facilities of an instance. (An Oracle instance
comprises the System Global Area and all the background processes.)
An MPP has access to a huge amount of real memory for all database operations (such as sorts or
the buffer cache), since each node has its own associated memory. To avoid disk I/O, this
advantage will be significant in long running queries and sorts. This is not possible for 32 bit
machines which have a 2 GB addressing limit; the total amount of memory on an MPP system
may well be over 2 GB.
As with loosely coupled systems, cache consistency on MPPs must still be maintained across all
nodes in the system. Thus, the overhead for cache management is still present. Examples of
massively parallel systems are the nCUBE2 Scalar Supercomputer, the Unisys OPUS, Amdahl,
Meiko, and the IBM SP.

Parallel processing advantages and disadvantages of shared nothing systems are :
Advantages





Shared nothing systems provide for incremental growth.
System growth is practically unlimited.
MPPs are good for read-only databases and decision support applications.
Failure is local: if one node fails, the others stay up.

Disadvantages







(iv)

More coordination is required.
A process can only work on the node that owns the desired disk.
If one node dies, processes cannot access its data.
Physically separate databases which are logically one database can be extremely complex
and time-consuming to administer.
Adding nodes means reconfiguring and laying out data on disks.
If there is a heavy workload of updates or inserts, as in an online transaction processing
system, it may be worthwhile to consider data-dependent routing to alleviate contention

Shared Nothing /Shared Disk Combined Systems

A combined system can be very advantageous--one which brings together the advantages
of shared nothing and shared disk, while overcoming their respective limitations. Such a
combined system can be represented as follows:

Here, two shared disk systems are linked to form a system with the same hardware redundancies
as a shared nothing system. If one CPU fails, the other CPUs can still access all disks.

Data Warehousing Optimizations and Techniques
i.

Using Indexes in Data Warehouses

ii.

Parallel Execution in Data Warehouses

iii.

Optimizing Storage Requirements in Data Warehouses

i)

Indexes in Data Warehouses

Bitmap indexes are widely used in data warehousing environments. Indexes enable faster retrieval
of data stored in data warehouses. Datawarehousing environments typically have large amounts of
data and ad hoc queries, but a low level of concurrent DML transactions.
For such applications, bitmap indexing provides:


Reduced response time for large classes of ad hoc queries.



Reduced storage requirements compared to other indexing techniques.



Dramatic performance gains even on hardware with a relatively small number of CPUs or
a small amount of memory.

Fully indexing a large table with a traditional B-tree index can be prohibitively expensive in terms
of disk space because the indexes can be several times larger than the data in the table. Bitmap
indexes are typically only a fraction of the size of the indexed data in the table. An index provides
pointers to the rows in a table that contain a given key value. A regular index stores a list of rowids
for each key corresponding to the rows with that key value. In a bitmap index, a bitmap for each
key value replaces a list of rowids.
Each bit in the bitmap corresponds to a possible rowid, and if the bit is set, it means that the row
with the corresponding rowid contains the key value. A mapping function converts the bit position
to an actual rowid, so that the bitmap index provides the same functionality as a regular index.
Bitmap indexes store the bitmaps in a compressed way. If the number of distinct key values is
small, bitmap indexes compress better and the space saving benefit compared to a B-tree index
becomes even better.

Bitmap indexes are most effective for queries that contain multiple conditions in
the WHERE clause. Rows that satisfy some, but not all, conditions are filtered out before the table
itself is accessed. This improves response time, often dramatically. If you are unsure of which
indexes to create, the SQL Access Advisor can generate recommendations on what to create. As
the bitmaps from bitmap indexes can be combined quickly, it is usually best to use single-column
bitmap indexes.
Bitmap indexes are primarily intended for data warehousing applications where users query the
data rather than update it. They are not suitable for OLTP applications with large numbers of
concurrent transactions modifying the data. Indexes are more beneficial for high cardinality
columns.
ii)

Parallel Execution in Data Warehouses

Databases today, irrespective of whether they are data warehouses, operational data stores, or
OLTP systems, contain a large amount of information. However, finding and presenting the right
information in a timely fashion can be a challenge because of the vast quantity of data involved.
Parallel execution is the capability that addresses this challenge. Using parallel execution (also
called parallelism), terabytes of data can be processed in minutes, not hours or days, simply by
using multiple processes to accomplish a single task. This dramatically reduces response time for
data-intensive operations on large databases typically associated with decision support systems
(DSS) and data warehouses. You can also implement parallel execution on OLTP system for batch
processing or schema maintenance operations such as index creation. Parallelism is the idea of
breaking down a task so that, instead of one process doing all of the work in a query, many
processes do part of the work at the same time. An example of this is when four processes combine
to calculate the total sales for a year, each process handles one quarter of the year instead of a
single processing handling all four quarters by itself. The improvement in performance can be
quite significant.
Parallel execution improves processing for:


Queries requiring large table scans, joins, or partitioned index scans



Creations of large indexes



Creation of large tables (including materialized views)



Bulk inserts, updates, merges, and deletes

You can also use parallel execution to access object types within an Oracle database. For example,
you can use parallel execution to access large objects (LOBs).
Large data warehouses should always use parallel execution to achieve good performance. Specific
operations in OLTP applications, such as batch operations, can also significantly benefit from
parallel execution.
Parallel execution benefits systems with all of the following characteristics:


Symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs), clusters, or massively parallel systems



Sufficient I/O bandwidth



Underutilized or intermittently used CPUs (for example, systems where CPU usage is
typically less than 30%)



Sufficient memory to support additional memory-intensive processes, such as sorts,
hashing, and I/O buffers

If your system lacks any of these characteristics, parallel execution might not significantly improve
performance. In fact, parallel execution may reduce system performance on over utilized systems
or systems with small I/O bandwidth.
The benefits of parallel execution can be seen in DSS and data warehousing environments. OLTP
systems can also benefit from parallel execution during batch processing and during schema
maintenance

operations

such

as

creation

of

indexes.

The

average

simple

DML

or SELECT statements, accessing or manipulating small sets of records or even single records that
characterize OLTP applications would not see any benefit from being executed in parallel.

Types of Parallelism
Parallel DBMSs use three different types of parallelism:
Inter-query parallelism: In this method, several server processes handle multiple requests
simultaneously. Multiple queries may be serviced based on your server configuration and the
number of available processors. You may successfully take advantage of this feature of the DBMS

on SMP systems, thereby increasing the throughput and supporting more concurrent users.
However, interquery parallelism is limited. Let us see what happens here. Multiple queries are
processed concurrently, but each query is still being processed serially by a single server process.
Suppose a query consists of index read, data read, join, and sort operations; these operations are
carried out in this order. Each operation must finish before the next one can begin. Parts of the
same query do not execute in parallel. To overcome this limitation, many DBMS vendors have
come up with versions of their products to provide intraquery parallelization.
Intraquery Parallelization- We will use Figure -1 for our discussion of intraquery parallelization.
Understanding this will help you to match your choice of server hardware with your selection of
RDBMS. Let us say a query from one of your users consists of an index read, a data read, a data
join, and a data sort from the data warehouse database. A serial processing DBMS will process
this query in the sequence of these base operations and produce the result set. However, while this
query is executing on one processor in the SMP system, other queries can execute in parallel. This
method is the interquery parallelization discussed above. The first group of operations in Figure 1
illustrates this method of execution. Using the intraquery parallelization technique, the DBMS
splits the query into the lowerlevel operations of index read, data read, data join, and data sort.
Then each one of these basic operations is executed in parallel on a single processor. The final
result set is the consolidation of the intermediary results. Let us review three ways a DBMS can
provide intraquery parallelization, that is, parallelization of parts of the operations within the same
query itself.
Horizontal Parallelism- The data is partitioned across multiple disks. Parallel processing occurs
within each single task in the query; for example, data read, which is performed on multiple
processors concurrently on different sets of data to be read from multiple disks. After the first task
is completed from all of the relevant parts of the partitioned data, the next task of that query is
carried out, and then the next one after that task, and so on. The problem with this approach is the
resulting wait until all the needed data is read. Look at Case A in Figure 1.
Vertical Parallelism -This kind of parallelism occurs among different tasks, not just a single task
in a query as in the case of horizontal parallelism. All component query operations are executed in
parallel, but in a pipelined manner. This assumes that the RDBMS has the capability to decompose
the query into subtasks; each subtask has all the operations of index read, data read, join, and sort.

Then each subtask executes on the data in serial fashion. In this approach, the database records are
ideally processed by one step and immediately given to the next step for processing, thus avoiding
wait times. Of course, in this method, the DBMS must possess a very high level of sophistication
in decomposing tasks. Now, look at Case B in Figure 1.
Hybrid Method -In this method, the query decomposer partitions the query both horizontally and
vertically. Naturally, this approach produces the best results. You will realize the greatest
utilization of resources, optimal performance, and high scalability. Case C in Figure 1 illustrates
this method.

Figure 1: Query Parallelization by DBMS

